[Anthracyclines and the heart].
Cardiotoxicity is the most important side effect of the highly effective chemotherapeutic drugs anthracyclines. The total dose that must not be surpassed to avoid cardiotoxicity is specific for each anthracycline. For doxorubicin the maximal dose is 450-550 mg/mq. Nevertheless cardiotoxicity can be observed in some cases even with doses smaller than the critical ones. Clinical signs of cardiotoxic damage can appear at any stage during the course of therapy. The prevention of cardiac damage can be tried in three ways. Firstly one should extend the administration period of the total dose of the drug for about 6 hours. The second way is based on the use of anthracycline analogs less toxic and possibly equally effective than doxorubicin. Finally one can associate to the anthracycline a cardioprotective drug such as ICRF187. The diagnosis of cardiotoxicity is usually reached evaluating the reduction of left ventricular ejection fraction either with echocardiography or with angiocardiography. Other parameters, particularly those evaluating the diastolic function, are under study to make the diagnosis more quick and accurate. Both cardiac scintigraphy and tomography also seem to offer promising tools for the diagnosis of anthracycline cardiotoxicity. Endomyocardiac biopsy is highly effective for the diagnosis, but is indicated only for selected cases. The therapy of anthracycline cardiomyopathy is directed mainly to the control of congestive heart failure. In the initial phase the treatment is based on the use of digitalis and diuretics, that are substituted in the following maintaining phase by ACE inhibitors.